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Spend an exciting day in the country with this colorful activity book about an animal park. There's a

big playscene on the inside front and back cover that's ready to be filled with 25 stickers. There's a

pony, cow, piglets, ducks, zoo employees, chickens, turtles, ducks, goats, a donkey, plus plenty of

kids having fun. Best of all, you can create as many different scenes as you want with these lifelike

stickers because they're reusable.
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I purchased these for $1.50 each but they were a 4 for 3 promotion, so I ended up paying only a

little over a dollar each.PROS: You can just take out the sticker pages and place stickers on the

glossy pages. The stickers can be placed and removed multiple times. The stickers will not get

ruined even when they stick onto each other. Fits in a small bag. Good for kids goodie bags.CONS:

Very small area to place the stickers. We ran out of space and my toddler started sticking the rest all

over the house.Overall - I would recommend these sticker books. They are cute and the stickers

themselves are quite creative. There are some where the people are facing away from us, which is

unusual but fun!

A simple two-page sticker book, to entertain a child while waiting for an appointment or traveling in



the car. The stickers can be repositioned but it is not uncommon for a child to tear them. It does not

"entertain for hours" but it does help a child wait quietly for 10-30 minutes. It is convenient to carry a

couple sticker books around, as they take up very little space in your bag.

Such a good idea, but made very cheaply and so does not work out.The total size of the book is a

quarter of a letter sheet. You open the booklet and there are a total of one full sheet of stickers to

place on a half-size letter sheet of space. The sticker sheets are stapled inside and the booklet is

the image that you place the stickers onto, which is made of a sturdier card stock. The stickers are

very thin, easily tears, and are thus NOT reusable. I had to copy and print out multiple pages of the

image provided, so as to not spoil the fun.I ordered several of these based on the glowing reviews. I

have a 2 and 4 year old and have been through the gamut of books and found much better quality

at dollar stores. I am really flabbergasted and suspicious of how highly these books are rated.Save

your money and just order a bigger book. We love Roger Priddy books - great quality, very sturdy

and vibrant images. He has great content - puzzles, content recognition, letters/numbers, etc.

Cannot recommend these highly enough. He even has some editions with CD with all the sticker

images on them, just in case you need extras -- torn or misplaced stickers. His books are keepers

after all the sticker fun is done.

I am very disappointed in this item. I bought this thinking it would be great to put away for Christmas

time. It is supposed to be a book with stickers that you can place on the pages and remove and put

else where. The book is SO SMALL. Its also very flimsy. They attach the stickers right to the middle

of the book instead of in the back so you really cant use the whole scene of the book without

removing all the sticker. So once you have removed the stickers, its pretty much a guarantee with

any child that they are going to get lost. This was very poor planning and thinking on the people who

constructed these books. You would think when putting them online on  to sell, they would take

photos of the inside of the book as well so you could see what it really looks like. I bought to of

these thinking that would be fabulous gifts, but they are fabulous FLOPS! I wouldn't recommend

these to anyone. Even for the awesome price, its really not worth it.

I'm confused at how many people are unhappy with the size of these books. At only $1.50 per book,

including stickers, I don't know how large they'd expect it to be.These books are small, at only about

6 inches tall. They come with a background in the book and two pages of stickers with characters

and items that match the theme of the background. They are what I consider to be semi-reusable,



as you can move the sticker and place it somewhere else, but you probably won't get many uses

out of the stickers. They are thin paper stickers - not thick plastic.I find these books are best suited

for special occasions, like long car rides, or plane trips. For everyday use, I highly suggest Melissa

& Doug Sticker Collection - Pink for girls or the Melissa & Doug Sticker Collection- Blue for boys, as

they are inexpensive and contain hundreds of stickers.

I bought a few of these for a recent flight we took with our twins. I was excited that they were

reusable and hoped they'd last there and back. But, I feel like they weren't that reusable- the

stickers were a bit hard to get off the sheets and then when my toddler used a very creative layering

technique for applying her stickers, they became difficult to remove. For the price, I might buy them

again, then again I could get a notebook and some sticker pads at Target and they'd likely do the

same trick for my kids.

I love these little books for car trips. I have ordered several and keep them secret until after they've

taken their first nap and we still have a couple hours to go until a meal break. It kept my 3-year old

and 19-month old girls entertained for about half an hour. The stickers were a little hard for the

19-month old to get out on her own but I expected that.

Perfect for travel, fit just right in recently purchased passport holder Passport Wallet - Bavallo

Premium Travel Neck Wallet - Passport Holder with RFID Blocking To Keep Your Identity Safe and

Durable YKK Zippers. Stickers not reusable type, once done it's done, but for the price definitely

worth the play value
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